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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The business is base on partnership which consists of five members indicating the 
important position in company such as General Manager, Operation Manager, Financial
Manager, Marketing Manager and Administration Manager.The business capital is amounted
to RM 20,000 per person from each members. 
Our company is manufacturing a multifunctional wheelchair that are able to do 3 
different function types which is a couch , a bed and a lazy chair by adjusting the settings on 
the wheelchair. Mech Tech Enterprise is located at No 29 Jalan Suria 6 Seri Alam , Masai 
Johar. This place is the most suitable location for us to make it our office , a place to store 
our items and assemble the product. The main factory that produces our parts for assembly 
is located in Kuala Lumpur. 
Mech Tech Enterprise is a company that its vision is to help reduce the burden of 
disabled person in their daily routine. For decades , a wheelchair has been one of the most 
important equipment for patients who are ill . The innovation of our new multifunctional 
wheelchair stands out than other competitor and are able to attract customers as it provides 
a more comfortable and functional wheelchair. 
In a nutshell , we are expecting that our Mech Tech Enterprise will become a well 
known company for providing trusted equipments that bring benefits to the society and be 
much more developed in the near future. 
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1. Introduction
Mech Tech Enterprise is a company that specializes in producing and supplying
multifunctional wheelchair all across Johar. Mech Tech Enterprise is located at No 29 Jalan 
Suria 6, Bandar Seri Alam. It is a strategic location for our company because it is located 
near local factories for a fast production. Mech Tech Enterprise is scheduled to begin in early 
2016. 
Mech Tech healthcare specialize in multifunctional wheelchair that is very demanding in 
Johar, most in Johar Bahru as it's the capital of Johar and have many large hospitals in the 
city. Mech tech provide delivery and tutorials on how to use the multifunctional wheelchair. 
Moreover, we provide a 1-year warranty to make sure that the customers are satisfied with 
the product at the reasonable price. 
The factors that we chose in selecting the proposed business are our multifunctional 
wheelchair makes it easier for a disabled person to move from one place to another. 
According to statistics, the population of disabled person had reach more than 445,000 
persons in the year 2012 and is continueing to grow at a fast pace. Our multifunctional 
wheelchair will be a demanding product due to its multifunction feature that is designed to 
ease the burden of their daily life routines. 
In the future, we hope that we can continue to improve our multifunctional wheelchair by 
adding a motorize system to make it more efficient. We are also planning to expand our 
business to other south east asia country. 
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